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OCTOBER . . .

Usually this space is reserved for notes on events to occur during the coming month. However, it is fairly obvious that October is nearly over. October is a very short month this year, and even though it has its usual allotment of thirty-one days, the Kansas City Chapter really needs more. Events quickly chose their days, and there was just not enough time to go around, so some events lost out in the competition.

The October Chapter meeting was cancelled because of the crowded schedule, and this issue of SKYLINES is appearing about October 31 for the same reason.

You should be reading here that the Tenth Central States Conference is going to be held October 13, 14 and 15 in St. Louis and that the Producer's Council Caravan will be October 17 and 18 . . . but, instead, we must say that we hope you attended both of these events.

Important future dates to keep in mind are:

November 9—Carthage Marble Corporation, Cold Spring Granite Company and Texas Granite Corporation dinner at Eddy's Restaurant.

November 15—November Chapter Meeting.
IN RETROSPECT

Four long years ago, which seem now to have been rather short, the Kansas City Chapter undertook a new project. That project was SKYLINES. There were those who were certain the project would fail as quickly as it started. But after four years, it should be safe to say that it has not failed.

Many people have helped keep SKYLINES thriving, among them are our advertisers, contributors of editorial material and, of course, our readers; however the real success of this publication can be traced straight to one person, Frank Grimaldi.

In 1951 Frank was appointed to captain this new venture, and he has been directly responsible for every issue published. He has spent many hours of planning, writing and just hard work to make SKYLINES the recognized success it is today. Now, because of other demands on Frank’s time, he must give up “his project”, the one he has guided so well.

Every member of our Chapter is indebted to Frank for a job, not just well done, but brilliantly done.
AIA PROPOSES COMPETITION FOR D.C. AUDITORIUM

Washington, D. C. — A national competition for the design of the District of Columbia's auditorium and civic center is proposed by The American Institute of Architects. George Bain Cummings of Binghamton, N.Y., president of the national architectural professional society, has written members of the District Auditorium Commission to offer the Institute's cooperation in setting up such a competition.

Cummings pointed out that in authorizing appointment of a commission to study and make recommendations for the proposed auditorium, Congress has recognized the unusual importance of a national cultural center in the capital city—not only to Washington residents but to all citizens of the United States.

Therefore, the Institute suggests, it would be particularly appropriate to utilize the democratic method of open competition in selecting the architects and artists who will collaborate on the designs and artistic decoration for the building.

The AIA president noted that his organization frequently is called upon by Federal agencies and others to advise on the selection of an architect and is prepared at all times to comply with such requests. He said that as a public service, the Institute would be willing to set up a special architectural advisory committee to assist the District Auditorium Commission in attaining its objective of providing the finest cultural center in the country for the nation's capital.

With a membership of nearly 11,000 which represents the great majority of practicing architects throughout the United States, The American Institute of Architects is the recognized spokesman for the profession. Its national headquarters are in the historic Octagon House in Washington.
A REPORT

POST-CONVENTION SESSION OF AIA OFFICERS AT MINNEAPOLIS

By W. H. Simon, President, Kansas City Chapter

By this late date most of the activities of the 87th Annual Convention of the American Institute of Architects held in June at Minneapolis have been reported upon in the Bulletin, Journal or Memo. President Cummings called together the Board of Directors, the Staff of the Institute, the Chairmen of the National Committees, and the Chapter Presidents the evening after the convention had adjourned. This meeting has never been reported upon or its importance analyzed.

The purpose of this meeting was thought by some to be a social gathering to afford an opportunity to meet the newly elected officers, directors and others we contact in working with the Institute. The meeting was far from a social affair. President Cummings conducted the meeting in a business-like manner, continually keeping it moving in a well planned purposeful course.

President Cummings told of the Institute Organization, the Institute Program and the Officer's Areas of Responsibility. The following outline of the meeting which was given those attending is probably the shortest method of reporting on this part of the meeting. (See facing page.)
THE INSTITUTE ORGANIZATION

The American Institute of Architects

10,500 Corporate Members
assigned among 118 Chapters
and 11 State Organizations
grouped into 12 regions
covering the entire USA,
its territories and possessions
operating in every state through its
State Organization or Chapter
and in every region through a
Regional Council
meeting annually in Convention
which is sovereign

The Committees
National
some of which
are "vertical" with
correlated Regional
and Chapter Coms.

The Board of Directors
5 Officers
12 Regional Directors

The Staff
The Executive Director
Department heads and aides

The Executive Committee
of the Board - 5 members

The Chapters
State Organizations
Regional Councils

Officers
Directors
Committees

THE INSTITUTE PROGRAM

The Never-ending Program
The achievement of
The objects of The Institute
The goals of the Profession

Derivation of the Immediate Program
2. Convention action on Board's Report
3. Convention Resolutions and other actions

THE OFFICERS' AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

The President
Stimulation and Integration of Institute Activities
Duties set forth in the By-Laws

1st Vice President
To the President, especially
a of External Relationships
and Functions

The Secretary
Duties set forth in the By-Laws

The Treasurer
Duties set forth in the By-Laws

2nd Vice President
Aide to the President, especially
in area of Internal Relationships
and Functions

The Regional Directors' Responsibility
To implement The Institute Program in their respective regions and
To visit and assist the Chapters and State Organizations

5
Also passed out at this meeting was a printed document listing National Committee Personnel for 1955-1956 with the duties of each committee spelled out. This document should be valuable to our chapter in order that we may more closely align our chapter committees with those of the Institute. Of the committee personnel listed we have fifteen serving from our Central States Region of which five are members of the Kansas City Chapter. This is a great improvement over our representation in past years and our regional director, Frank McNett, should be given credit for his efforts in our behalf.

In an analysis of this meeting, which was one of Institute organization, the importance of the region in the governmental functioning of the Institute becomes more and more apparent. One of the most significant of these trends is the change in By-Laws relating to unprofessional conduct whereby a Regional Judiciary Committee is established.

Let us consider the political implications of this new concept of regional importance in the government of our organization. At the present time the Regional Council is made up of the president and secretary of each chapter in the region acting in an advisory capacity to the Regional Director. With the creation of a Regional Judiciary Committee which is elected by the Regional Council the council is vested with more than an advisory status. Therefore you, as a chapter member, should in selecting chapter officers consider that they now represent you and your views at the Regional level. It does not, and should not, necessarily follow but it seems logical that our Regional Director should be someone who has either served on the Regional Council or is well versed in its proceedings. In the past the pattern has been established that officers of the Institute are nominated from the past board members. Thus, to summarize, when we as chapter members elect a chapter president we should consider the broader aspects of the office as he now represents us in a limited measure at the Regional level with the possibility of serving as a Board member and ultimately as a national officer.

Altho, as stated above, the Regional Council is made up of the president and secretary of each chapter with the Regional Director presiding, it should be emphasized that the meetings are open to all members and they are invited to attend.

W. H. Simon
a beautiful way to soak up sound!

new Fiberglas* Acoustical Tile

- Efficient  •  Beautiful
- Fire-safe

Write or call for sample and design data.

KANSAS CITY BRANCH SALES OFFICE
2610 Power and Light Building
Telephone: Grand 7725
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Substantial Savings . . .
Buildex Structural Concrete . . .
Willard, Kansas, Bridge Deck . . .
The advantage of reduced dead loads was clearly indicated in the substantial savings realized on the Kansas River crossing at Willard, Kansas.

28 day compressive strengths on this pour ran as high as 5500 psi and averaged 4500 psi, confirming the fact that weight can be reduced at a total savings with no sacrifice in strength.

Another interesting fact is indicated in the freedom from topping coats for wear resistance. After floating and belting, a surface is attained that is extremely resistant to wear.
NATIONAL HOUSING CENTER OPENS PHOTO EXHIBITION OF BEST HOUSES

When the National Association of Home Builders opened its imposing new National Housing Center in Washington recently it also placed on view a special photographic exhibit of the best 56 builder houses for 1956 as chosen for it by HOUSE & HOME, leading magazine of the homebuilding industry.*

Outstanding new design and quality construction ideas incorporated in the houses in this exhibition “should be an eye opener, not only for the home buying public, but for the homebuilding industry, too,” declares the current HOUSE & HOME in its own feature presentation of these houses. The magazine selected only houses that it found to be among those “making the greatest contribution to housing progress.” This exhibition in the National Housing Center, it said, marks “the beginning of a housing Hall of Fame.”

All of the exhibit houses were built by NAHB members. According to the magazine they demonstrate the new standard of homes achieved through America’s post-war “revolution in home building.” This exhibition, it points out, “will show buyers how much better are the new homes they can insist on buying. It will show builders how much better are the homes they can now offer.”

LOCAL HOUSES CITED FOR EXCELLENCE

Given national recognition in this outstanding show in the nation’s Capitol are plans and photos of the houses of Kansas City Builder, Jed Giles, designed by Architects Linscott, Kiene & Haylett.

GOOD NEWS FOR ARCHITECTS

Looking for a common characteristic among the dwellings it selected for this “finest big collection of production houses ever assembled,” HOUSE & HOME points out that 45 of the 56 were designed by architects. “This should be encouraging news to architects, some of whom believe that most builders are well beyond the point of any return,” it adds. “Yet every year an increasing number of builders invites architects to join their planning teams. The results are clearly evident.”

Other common features among many of these leading national houses:
- 34 have two bathrooms each, and another 7 more than two bathrooms.
- 43 have special outdoor living areas; 6 have porches.
- 20 have rear living rooms; 22 have living rooms running clear through the house.
- 34 have fireplaces; all 56 have larger-than-conventional window areas.
- 52 have pitched roofs; 4 have flat roofs.
- 26 were priced under $20,000 — of these, 11 were priced under $15,000; 30 were priced above $20,000.
INDUSTRY SPOKESMEN SHARE IN HONORS

Commenting on the "challenging assignment" its editors faced in selecting the best 56 houses from among 400 exceptional candidates submitted by NAHB members from all areas, HOUSE & HOME observed that it was "strikingly significant" that houses built by so many of NAHB's top members were among the finalists. "For the influence of these men spreads far beyond their own suburbs," says the magazine. "When such leaders as Red Lockwood and Bob Gerholz (former national presidents) bring out the best designed houses of their long careers, the repercussions are felt by hundreds of Midwest builders. When such leaders as Nate Manilow, Eddie Carr, George Goodyear, Dave Bohannon, Alex Simms, Floyd Kimbrough, to name just a few of the influential builders represented among the winners, move to a new design, their action carries great weight."

* * in the news *

Quite a few members of the Kansas City Chapter were in St. Louis for the regional conference, which was very interesting this year. Next month SKYLINES Will have a report on the conference and, also, will print some of the talks that were heard there.

THE KANSAS CITY TIMES,
OCTOBER 17, 1955.

FORTY YEARS AGO

From the Files of October 17, 1915.

Lester, president, and William W. La Force, secretary, both of Kansas City.

The annual exhibit of the Kansas City chapter of the American Institute of Architects opened for the week today at the Fine Arts Institute, 1020 McGee.

The new Central market, privately operated, has been opened.
TO ALL MEMBERSHIP

At the regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the Kansas City Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, the Board sanctioned active participation of the Chapter by both monetary donations and any service which they may care to render for the moving and restoring of the Fry McGee residence.

As you probably know, this is one of the few remaining examples of the architecture of early Kansas City. The house was built in 1848. It is now located at the southeast corner of Fourth and Locust, which site is planned for a bridge approach. It is contemplated that the house be moved and restored to, as near as possible, its original condition upon another site and used for a museum of early Kansas City history by the Native Sons of Kansas City, Missouri.

The Board considers this a worthy project of historic building, preservation and, therefore, asks your cooperation and contribution for this project. It has been suggested that contributions be made in the name of the Chapter; therefore, we advise that you send your contributions to John Monroe, our treasurer, who in turn will present the moneys in the name of the Chapter.

We hope you will all participate in this venture.

W. H. Simon, President
Ernest O. Brostrom, Chairman
Historic Buildings Preservation Committee
WHY NOT BUILD
THE HOUSE YOU REALLY WANT?

PLANNING the house itself can be an intriguing game. In fact, some people get so fascinated by planning that they never get around to building.

You, of course, will not fall into the error of infinite planning. You mean to get a house built, and no shilly-shallying. Thus you may fall into the other planning error, building without planning enough.

This is a serious mistake. A house that goes into construction too soon will be a disappointment. All your second thoughts will come too late. You will live to regret the house you might have built if you had not been so all-fired anxious for action.

So expect to spend months evolving ideas and testing them. You will reject many that seem attractive at first glance. A few will survive repeated scrutiny. Gradually, over the weeks, your vision of the “right” house will become increasingly explicit.

Is an architect necessary?

YOUR house, like many another, could be built without an architect’s ministrations. You could buy a stock plan from a plan service or a magazine or a lumber dealer. The resulting house might be perfectly sound and adequate.

But the real question is not whether you can
carter-waters
SOFFIT BLOCKS
for Fast Construction
at Low Cost

Forget about costly forming and shoring when you design concrete floors or roofs. Crews can lay Soffit Blocks quickly, easily...using Acrow Centers...other construction can proceed without interference.

and

Look at these other Features of Carter-Waters Soffit Blocks...

Fire-Safe
Built-In Insulation
High Acoustical Value
Ceiling of Uniform Texture
Ideal for Radiant Heat
Paint or Plaster Direct
Lifelong Durability
Low Construction Cost
Vermin-Proof
Low Upkeep Cost

Write
for information about Soffit Blocks for your jobs.

CONSTRUCTION THE MATERIALS
CARTER-WATERS KANSAS CITY CORP 8. MISSOURI
2440 PENNWAY PHONE GRAND 2570
K.&E., DIETZGEN & POST SUPPLIES
HAMILTON DRAFTING FURNITURE
ALL THE BEST PHOTO PROCESSES
SUPER MICROFILM
909 GRAND
VICTOR 7881
manage without an architect. It is, Do you want to?

To answer that, go back to your original purpose in deciding to build instead of just buying or renting.

Are you building only because no suitable houses are for sale or rent where you want to live? Then your main concern is location. You might well be money ahead building from a stock plan and forgetting architects. But note well what you are doing: You are settling for a house, not building your house.

On the other hand, are you building because you want a house that meets your individual tastes and needs as no ready-planned house could? Then the house matters as much as location to you, perhaps more. And you are cooking an entirely different kettle of fish.

The only way to get a real tailor-made house is to have an architect design one for you, the way you want it. No half measure, such as tinkering with a stock plan or attempting to concoct a house yourself with the help of an obliging carpenter, is going to give you a satisfactory result.

So supposing you do need an architect, how do you pick one?

Not by opening the yellow pages of the telephone book to "architects" and ringing up one at random. You wouldn't select a family physician that way. The architect who designs your home performs a service almost as personal as your trusty M.D.'s. You will tell him your dreams, ideas, financial limitations, family problems. Your architect, like your physician, should be sympathetic, congenial, understanding.
Since not all architects design homes, you must locate those who do. If you have friends in real estate or the building business, they can suggest names. Or you can spot the most appealing architect-designed homes in your community and ask who planned them. A chat with the owners—who will be flattered by inquiries from admiring strangers—will reveal quickly how these people feel about their architects.

You will hear gossip, too, about architects who can "build cheaper" than others. Don't believe it. Some do a better job than others at arranging space in efficient, economical ways. But none can cut your building costs without cutting something out of the house. It is the builder, not the architect, who can build cheaper.

When you have identified a man who designs the kind of house you like, make an appointment to see him. Tell him, briefly, about the sort of house you want to build and approximately how much you expect to spend. Then ask whether he is interested and, if so, how soon he could begin work.

These inquiries may be made by telephone. It is better, though, to visit the architect's office. That gives you an opportunity to see whether he runs a businesslike establishment and is a person you can get along with. And you will have a chance to see examples of his recent work, in photos or models.

Don't leave without asking about fees, either. As with other professional services, there are no standard rates for architectural work. Usually the charge is a percentage of the expected construction cost. It may run anywhere from 8% to 15%, depending upon the type of construction, the locality and other factors.
 SPECIFY

BUILDING PLUMBING
DRAINAGE PRODUCTS

FOR THE FINEST IN QUALITY AND ENGINEERING DESIGN

Z-120 ROOF DRAIN—High Velocity Discharge Type With Integral Expansion Joint—Extra large, unmovable, non-clogging, mushroom dome strainer. Clamping collar of vise construction assures tight joint.

Z-540 FLOOR DRAIN—Continuous Flow Solids Retaining Shallow Type—Provided with removable perforated sediment bucket. Assures continuous flow even though sediment bucket is filled.

Z-1326 SUPREMO PERFECT SEAL CLEANOUT—Floor Level Type—Provides gas and water tight connection, cover always easy to remove. Adjustable top compensates for variations in floor surfaces.

Z-1171 GREASEPTOR — Deluxe Type — Grease intercepting basket baffles are removable with cover for ease of cleaning. Provides free flowing drainage through pipe lines at all times.

Z-1206 SH—ZURN SYSTEM—Vertical Adjustable Type—Provides supporting carrier and trim for plumbing fixtures including complete fitting for vertical drainage.

ZURN CONTINENTAL SERVICES, INC.
Exclusive Sales Agent
J. A. ZURN MFG. CO.
ERIE, PA.
Represented by
JAMES V. IRVIN CO.
During the past thirty years of service to the construction industry in Kansas City we have seen many methods of floor installations.

After careful investigation of these varying types, we are convinced that the most economical and versatile method is still the reinforced pre-cast concrete joist. This method develops a T-beam structure capable of carrying great loads. Before designing your next concrete floor we will consider it a privilege to serve you by calling at your office or meeting with you to discuss this type of floor construction.

Call VA. 5300 for details

Specify VIBRACRETE CONCRETE BLOCKS
Natural and Light weight Aggregate

"Serving Kansas City Over Quarter of a Century"

VIBRACRETE
CONCRETE BUILDING UNITS COMPANY
3408 Terrace • Kansas City, Missouri

Patio Slabs • Concrete Joists • Areaways • Splash Blocks • Aluminum & Steel SRS
Get clear on whether the figure quoted includes the architect’s supervision of construction or just preparation of plans and specifications. Ordinarily the price will include supervision. You can eliminate this service if you want to, and thereby save 2% or 3%. But you would be sacrificing your only guarantee that the house would be built precisely as your architect—and you—had planned it.

Living happily with an architect

The perfect way to get what you want from an architect would be to adopt him. Then he could live in your home and watch your family at work, at play and at each other’s throat. If your wife, who is right-handed at the table, turns out to be left-handed in the kitchen, he could note this important fact. He could observe your hobbies, your style of entertaining, your foibles and your way with the kids, and plan accordingly.

In the end he could design a house that would earn that fantastically presumptuous compliment every architect longs to hear, “I couldn’t have done it better myself.”

This procedure is utopian, of course, and possibly too strenuous for both architect and client. Nevertheless, you should strive to help your architect see your way of living as clearly as any outsider can. You do it by explaining exactly what you want in a house, fully and candidly, and detailing your reasons.

This, incidentally, is where your file of pilfered ideas goes to work. When you are struggling to describe a whatta-ya-call-it that the architect would recognize immediately as a clerestory window, you can dip into the file for a picture and say, “See? Up high like this, kind of, only longer.”
Your architect will try manfully to give you what you want. This may surprise you if you have heard tales of strong-willed architects' imposing their personal preferences on clients. That does happen occasionally, but only to clients who make impossible demands, refuse to listen to reason or fail to explain what they are driving at.

The architect will try to accommodate all your wishes in his preliminary drawings, made expressly for you to criticize. And he will rework them with saintly patience until you are satisfied. No working drawings will be made or specifications written until you give the word that you are content.

But woe betide you if you are struck with bright new ideas after you have given the go-ahead. No architect-client relationship, however idyllic, can stand that strain. When new ideas come too late, be prepared to pay extra to work them into the plans, or forget them. Remember, you are bound to pay for completed drawings and specifications, whether your house is built or not.

Use your architect as adviser on materials and equipment, too. Would double glazing save enough heat to justify the added cost over single glass? He will know. How much more, if any, will cork tile cost than hardwood flooring? Ask the architect. Will your budget stand a double lavatory in the master bath? He can tell. On all such questions—and there will be hundreds—he can give unbiased, canny, cost-wise advice you could get nowhere else.

And if you want him to, he can act as your business agent in dealings with the next key man you encounter, the building contractor.
Speaking of ...  SERVICE
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★ SPEEDY DELIVERY

There is only one ZOLATONE PROCESS
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General Manager
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200 SOUTHWEST BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI

EXCLUSIVE ZOLATONE AGENT FOR THIS REGION